INTERIOR DESIGN
2018-2019 First Destination Report

PLACEMENT RELATIVE TO DEGREE EARNED
based on 92% response and knowledge rate of CBT graduates

- Placed 100%
- Full-time 100%

GRADUATE SALARIES
Median Salary: $31,500

- 33% $20,000-29,999
- 50% $30,000-39,999
- 17% $40,000-49,999

DID YOU KNOW...
70% of interior design students who completed an internship were offered a full-time position with the company they interned with. 86% of these offers were accepted.

WHERE ARE OUR GRADS HIRED?
NEBRASKA PLACEMENT
based on 100% response and knowledge rate of CBT graduates

- 8% Western Nebraska
- 58% Central Nebraska
- 25% Eastern Nebraska

POSITIONS
- Kitchen & Bath Designer
- Interior Designer
- Assistant Event Planner
- Associate Designer